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HE CLAIMED THAT 95 PER CENT. CAN SEE THE
AURA
Modem Clairvoyants, who diagnose disease, do this habitu
ally, but believe they are specially favoured.

SII

IN OTHER WORDS, Dr. Kilner asserts that
NINETY-FIVE PEOPLE out of EVERY
HUNDRED CAN BE MADE CLAIRVOYANT.
His experiments also proved that regular use of
Dicyanine strengthens the sight of presbyopic people.
WHAT KILNER SAW, OTHERS MAY SEE.
Some are able to see the aura immediately; others develop
the power gradually by accustoming their eyes to a newer
focal range by the steady, regular use of Aurospecs
The screen was formed from optically perfect glasses
cemented together, enclosing a specially compounded solution
of alcoholised dicyanine. The great expense of this combina
tion—two to four guineas being the usual charge—prohibited
general use, and led to substitution of coloured water, coloured
glass, and gelatines, which, being quite useless for the purpose,
brought ridicule upon the subject. To guard against this
deception, we have registered the word

“AUROSPEG S,”
and provisionally patented a combination which perfect
Dr. Kilner’s formula, and so materially reduces the cost
that it is now possible to BECOME A SEER YOURSELF
at the price usually paid for one seance with a pro
fessional clairvoyant.
ONE GUINEA ONLY.

As Dr. Kilner’s statements are somewhat misleading to

the uninitiated, and so much misconception exists on the
subject,, we have hitherto refused to sell “AUROSPEGS”
unless purchasers have read his book AND our lessons on
clairvoyance and trance, but as our Four Postal Lessons on
‘‘Aura, Auricsight, Aurospecs, Kilner”, contain sufficient
details for Spiritualists we make the following offer:—

To readers of these Four Lessons (post free 2/-)

by WINIFRED GRAHAM

Send Post Card for complete List

His book, "The Human Atmosphere", created a sensation,
because it means that he has discovered a mechanical method
of adjusting the focal range of the eye so that previously in
visible forces can be seen. This applies particularly to the
aura, which is usually shown by artists as a halo around the
heads of saints. He also claimed to see an etheric body
otherwise known as the spiritual body or psychic organism.

4/6

by WINIFRED GRAHAM

A

“AUROSPECS”

Kilner Screens Perfected

LIFE CENTRE,

78, Lancaster Gate, W.a.
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“AUROSPEGS” WILL BE FORWARDED POST FREE
for ONE GUINEA.
We can forward at the same .time
.
Dr. Kilner’s “HUMAN ATMOSPHERE,” post free 10/6.
H. Boddington’s
“LESSONS on PSYCHIC HEALING”
.............. 6/-.
“TRANCE STATES”
............... 7/6.

OraZ ancZ Postal Tuition.
From THE LONDON PSYCHIC EDUCATIONAL
CENTRE, 17, ASHMERE GROVE, LONDON, S.W.2.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
SIR

OLIVER

LODGE AND
REALITY.

SPIRITUAL

We take the following from an address delivered
by Sir Oliver Lodge to the students of the Westfield
College, it is so pregnant with meaning:—
When I was young I used to wonder at
people attending to art, literature, and music—
all things which seemed to me to be imagination
—and not attending to the realities Studied
by scientific men. Humanity seemed to be
spending itself on the superficial and neglecting
the real. But I got over it. I now perceive
regarding what I then called the real—that
reality does not lie there. The ultimate realities
arc not given us by the senses nor by our
instruments, nor weighed and measured in our
laboratories. Reality lies behind, in the unseen,
in the spiritual. And that which occupies the
attention of the poet and the artist is more real
than the facts which we scientific men have
to study.

THE CAXTON HALL DEBATE.
The debate between Mr. Shaw Desmond and Mr.
Chapman Cohen, editor of the Freethinker, held at
the Caxton Hall on the 25th ulto. was animated,
breezy and frequently brilliant. Both men are skilled
debaters and eloquent speakers, and the rapid sword
play was a delight to witness, especially if the observer
could enter sympathetically into the point of view
of both parties. We who are utterly convinced of
the truth of the affirmative side are quite willing that
it should be tested to the utmost, knowing that nothing
vital can be damaged by any form of attack, fair or
unfair. But as we watched we felt we were witness
ing an age-old phenomenon. A new world is intro
ducing itself to an old one, a new range of ideas is
coming in, not necessarily to supplant but rather to
supplement and enlarge some old conceptions. The,
new has always to struggle for a foothold and gain
it gradually and by slow and painful degrees. The
old stands firmly on its established basis and scale of
values. Very naturally there is a complaint that some
of the new ideas take ungainly and undignified forms.
In this instance it is urged that things are said to
happen which ought not to happen, which are ante-
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cedently improbable—they are, as Richet has said,
impossible, but they are true. There are only three
ways of opposing facts: the facts must either be
denied, or ridiculed, or ignored, and this, so far as
we hcive observed, is the general attitude of our
opposition whether it be from Rationalism, orthodox
science or orthodox religion. All the same, as we
have said before, we believe in the conflict of ideas
and opinions, however violent, for only by such a
process can the truth be made clear and finally
established.
TOWARDS

SIMPLICITY.

All spiritual gifts and qualities tend to merge
into one, just as in the spirit world, as its inhabitants
report, the five senses which appear to us to be
separate things are found to be manifestations of
one sense—the central consciousness. We see in
this fact the promise of an immense simplification
of life in the future, more especially as we know
that there is a gradual increase in the sensitiveness
of the race. Let us put it in this way, as an example
of what may well come about in the future. At
present every sensible man seeks to satisfy himself
of the character and capacity of those to whose charge
he entrusts his business interests and his personal
welfare. It often means a great deal of enquiry—
references, testimonials and the like, and these are
sometimes far from trustworthy. In days to come
it will only be necessary to see the persons under
inquiry. Intuition will do the rest. True, the method
is one already employed, but very few can accurately
take the measure of others. Subconsciously, of
course, we do this all the while, but the impressions
are seldom clear. They are apt to. get blurred or
overlaid, and the pretenders may deceive by a surface
brilliance.
But, as Emerson' put it, under this
"lustrous varnish” reality is ever breaking through.
Reality indeed is breaking through life everywnere
to-day, and enabling us to take the measure of things
more clearly than ever before and to see it as a
great simplicity.

ALBERT

HALL ARMISTICE

MEETING.

The Albert Hall was crowded as in past years
when the annual Service of Remembrance, arranged
by the Marylebone Spiritualist Association, was held
on Sunday, the 10th inst. Mr. George Craze, the
president, who presided, again requested all present
who were satisfied that they had communicated with
their dead, to rise in testimony. As on previous
occasions, practically the whole of the assembly rose
immediately. It was an impressive moment. Mrs.
Hewat McKenzie, Miss Lind-af-Hageby, the Rev. C.
Drayton Thomas, Mr. Hannen Swaffer, and Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, who had just returned from
a lecturing tour in Sweden, gave short addresses,
and the Duchess of Hamilton read extracts from
Revelation, and from the works of Anna Kingsford.
A fuller report will be given in next week’s Light.

MATERIALISATION

IN

NEW

PHENOMENA

ZEALAND.
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Mr. E. IL Sachc, of Auckland, New Zealand, has
sent us a long and detailed report of a series of sittings
with the Medium Mrs. Lily Hope. The report, which
occupies nearly forty closely-tvped pages, is too long
to reproduce in full but we give below some of its
more important features. The sittings were held in
Auckland, N.Z., in June, 1929. The Medium is a
Wellington lady who has retired from public mediumistic work. The sitters were Mr. E. H. Sachc and
his family, and a number of personal friends—-busi
ness men in Auckland and (in some cases) their
wives.
In his covering letter to Light Mr. Sache says :
“ Neither I nor the members of my circle lay the
slightest claim to be scientific investigators. We just
went into the matter as level-headed business people
with perfectly open minds.
“ Our object [we quote from the report] in
holding these seances was to satisfy ourselves regard
ing the genuineness or otherwise of psychic phenom
ena, and whether it gave any proof of spirit return
and human survival. Some members of the circle
are Spiritualists, others not; some of them were
distinctly suspicious of ‘hocus pocus’ and said so;
but all were friendly and keenly observant.
“No special consideration was shown to the
Medium—Mrs. Hope—neither did she ask for any.
“ I would emphasise the. following points : I have
never met Mrs. Hope before, except once at a seance
for a few minutes. She has lived in our house during
the period of the seances for sixteen days as one of
the family, and helped my wife where she could in
household matters. We found her a kindly and wellread woman, and generous to a fault. Cash payments
for seances do not interest her. She has no fixed
charges. ‘ If you can afford to pay, give me what
you like—if you cannot, it doesn’t matter I’ that is
what she told us. I had difficulty in getting her to
take the -amount that the members of the circle con
sidered a small recompense for her coming here from
Wellington and staying for over a fortnight. Alto
gether, apart from her mediumship, she has endeared
herself to every member of our circle.
“ She is a big-built woman of between eleven
and twelve stone in weight. She never left our house
during her residence with us, except on two occasions,
when I and my wife accompanied her.
“ The ‘cabinet’ used was made by two thin curtains
hung across a corner of our sitting-room,. on a piece
of string, and was put up each evening either by my
nephew or myself. Mrs. Hope wished to have a hard
kitchen chair, in the ‘cabinet’, as she said people were
suspicious of upholstered chairs, but I insisted on a
comfortable easy chair.
“ During her career of thirty years, Mrs. Hope
had never given materialisation seances in a red light,
but was quite willing to try for us. I therefore put
on a fifty-candle-power electric red light which was
used on and off during the seances, as required. We
had four .luminous cards of extra-large size, home
made, as was the trumpet (which had a luminous ring
round the inside edge of it),
“ My position in the circle was on the right front
of the ‘cabinet’—within two feet of the curtain and
in full view of the red light. As forty-five years of
my life have been spent working almost daily in red
light, it is aS natural to me as davlight and very little
would escape me. I carried a red torch in my pocket
which 1 used as I wished.
“ The curtains of the ‘cabinet’ were repeatedly
thrown back during each seance to enable the sitters

to see the Medium under control (red light on) and
personal examination was invited by the ‘control from
any of the sitters who wished for it.
“ The precision of movement of the luminous
aluminium trumpet and the navigation of the circle
by the materialised forms, in total darkness I when
the red light had been cut off and luminous cards
lowered) impressed all the sitters greatlv.
trumpet travelling at a high velocity, described large
circles from the ceiling (twelve feet high) to near the
floor; so rapid was its movement that sometimes it
formed a continuous band of light. The hanging
electric light is suspended about five feet from the
centre of the ceiling, and a flex cord with plug was
attached to it and carried to one side of the room,
yet at not a single seance did the moving trumpet once
touch either of these obstacles. It moved rapidly
about the arms and heads of the sitters without
colliding. Intentional contacts were made with all the
sitters, but these were gentle, firm and accurate. . . .
On behalf of the members who attended the sittings
and myself, I would mention that we have neither
time nor inclination to enter into any correspondence
with regard to them. We are neither missionaries
nor propagandists. Our circle was formed to investi
gate certain phenomena which we were not sure
about; having now satisfied ourselves, the matter, so
far as we are concerned, is ended. Others must
investigate for themselves and arrive at their own
conclusions as we have done.”
At the first seance held on June 9th there were
present Mr. and Mrs. Sache, David Sache, their son,
and Mr. E. P. Sache. In the red light, ectoplasm was
observed flowing out slowly on the floor at the junc
tion of the two curtains in the centre of the cabinet
and just beside it.
It built itself up to about three feet in height;
small faces were building themselves up and
dissolving. In one instance a face with a large
nose was very clear. In another case two faces
formed side by side. All this was in full view
of our circle. The red illumination was perfect
and our faces at times were within a few inches
of the ectoplasm. At this point “Sunrise” (the
guide) asked us to open the “cabinet” curtain
at the side and look into the cabinet. The
Medium was lying back in her chair under
control, and the ectoplasm was forming and
building up in the centre of the cabinet.
Later the red light was turned off and two large
luminous cards were brought into use.
After a few minutes the two luminous cards
which were lying face to face out in the circle,
a few feet from the “cabinet” (I was still seated
close to the entrance), commenced to rise grad
ually to full figure height, and then opened out;
a lady’s figure appeared, materialised about half
way down from head to hips. The cards were
held well to the front of the face, lighting it up
clearly. She spoke in a rich contralto voice
(utterly unlike the Medium’s) and sard she was
a Mrs. M. who had been a Medium in Australia
and New Zealand and had died a few years ago.
She conversed and laughed and seemed very
happy.
I asked her if I could take the luminous cards
from her. She gave them to me and I exam
ined her figure carefully. I held her hand.
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which was warm and soft. Her figure was
shorter than the Medium’s and fuller in the
bust. 1 asked her if she could not materialise
the lower half of her body so that I could see
her feet. She said, “ Not to-night!” She then
left. Music did not seem very necessary at this
part of the seance. I just played a few bars
on the record, using the red torch to change
needles.
Continuing his account, Mr. Sache says “ A figure
next appeared—a woman who came, up to my wife;
the face seemed to be quivering and pulsating, so
that she could not recognise it. My wife mentioned
friends who had died, but the head of the form shook
in the negative. Then my wife said, ‘ Is it Mother?’
(who had died two years ago); the form nodded her
head vigorously, and a faint voice said clearly ‘Minnie
-—Minnie!'—a name by which my wife is known to
her people in England, but not to us or anyone out
here.
“ I next heard a baby voice calling ‘Daddy, daddy f
As no luminous cards had been picked up, I took my
two extra ones and went towards it; I saw a little
child’s face; he said he was my little boy ‘Victor’ (by
a former marriage) who had died in India over thirty
years ago, when I was a young man. He said he had
grown into a man now, but had come to me as he had
left me. Of course I could not recognise him. . . .
The Medium’s ‘Guardian’—a nun, ‘Sister Monica’—
then fully materialised. We all stood up and came
close round her. She spoke freely to us and then
knelt on the ground and took my little boy David in
her arms, holding him close, and by my wish recited
some verses to him.
“ I asked her to explain to my nephew, E. P.
Sache (who was attending his first seance and is not
a Spiritualist) what happened at the passing over
called ‘Death’.
She gave me a remarkably able
address in a low, exquisite, cultured voice, and after
telling me she would do all she could to give me
further evidence in the coming seances, she said
“Good night’ and left us.
“ My little boy had no fear of the materialisations;
nothing but affection was shown him by those who
came, and he went to each One and examined them
with a child’s trustful and prying eyes.
“ As the power now began to weaken, ‘Sunrise’,
the Control, called to me loudly from the ‘cabinet’
to bring my red torch and come and see the Medium
under control. I had mislaid the torch, so switched
on the electric red light and threw the curtains of
the ‘cabinet’ wide open. We all went up to the
Medium who was still controlled by ‘Sunrise’, and
I held her hand. She gradually came out of trance,
feeling quite fresh and well. This ended the first
seance.”
{To be continued.)

“ PSYCHIC

DEVELOPMENT AND
CIRCLES.”

54.1

LIG H T

HOME

In the course of his address to members and
friends of the London Spiritualist Alliance, on
Thursday, 7th inst., Dr. R. Fielding-Ould (VicePresident) gave much useful advice on the way in
which psychical development should be undertaken.
41 I believe,” said the speaker, “ that all mankind is
capable of psychical development.”
Considering
mediumship in its highest expression, he regarded
Mediums as “born not made”. Dr. Ould defined
“spirit” as “a germ of divinity encased in matter”,
and “soul” as “the spirit reflected in the realm of
matter”, of which the body—spiritual and natural—
was the garment.
The address, with added detail, will shortly be
published in booklet form.
In the regrettable absence, through indisposition,
of Captain Neil Gow, Miss Mercy Phillimore occupied
the chair.'

PSYCHIC EVIDENCES- SOMETHING
NEW.
By Ivan Cooke.
I think I may claim a fairly extensive acquaintance
with the phenomena of trance-mediumship, having,
during the past eight years, sat regularly with a
highly developed trance-medium. I may claim to
know something of the difficulties under which those
on the other side work, and how marvellous it is
that they are able to get as much as they do through
to our dull intelligence. But now and again I meet
something outstanding, something that gives me
cause to admire afresh the ingenuity of method
employed.
It is the practice of the chief Guide, when
concluding one of our circles, to ask the sitters
whether there is anything in their minds left
unanswered, or any question they would like to ask.
On the occasion to which I refer a sitter (then
attending his first seance) said that he had been
hoping for a message from his father, now in spirit.
“If you will wait a moment,” answered the
Guide, “ I will send for him.” And then, after a
short pause-, he proceeded to embark on a lengthy
description of some other spirit he saw with his
questioner. The Christian name and surname were
given, an adequate description, details of time and
place which might lead to identification, and finally
the particular branch of engineering in which both
sitter and spirit had long ago been engaged. This
final piece of evidence clinched the matter.
Then the Guide spoke : “ I am sorry, but I cannot
get into touch with this gentleman’s father. The
power is almost gone. But I will show you something
new. If the gentleman will write his request on
a piece of paper and seal it in an envelope, in two
days I will come again. By then I shall have
established a link with the spirit, and, with the aid
of this piece of paper, shall also have a link with
my brother here. I will then try to give the message.”
“ Cah you tell me,” I asked the Guide, “ how
you ‘send’ for any particular spirit?”
That is easy. We throw our thoughts up—as
you shoot off those things that make stars in the
sky; (“A rocket?” I suggested. “Yes.”) Then
as my thought reaches out to meet the thought of
the father, which has already established a link with
his son by reason of his son’s anxiety to hear from
him, mine meets the two, and my thought says, T
will be a messenger for you to your son’. That is
all; it is a matter of forming a link—a matter of
sympathy, of love.” ,
“ But,” I said, “ having sent the thought out, is
it not necessary for you to concentrate, instead of
embarking on another description entirely?”
“ Oh, no. A strong thought goes straight on.”
It transpired afterwards that the father had
passed on some fifty odd years ago, so perhaps some
difficulty in “linking up” was not surprising. How
ever, a day or two afterwards, the Guide “came
through” and demanded the envelope.
Having
opened it and “sensed” the contents, he proceeded
to give a long message from the father to his son,
containing many Christian and some surnames of
relatives, and assurances of continued affection and
guidance. He mentioned also some of the major
incidents in the son’s career as if to prove that he
(the father) still retained considerable knowledge and
interest in earthly matters.
This message, of almost a thousand words, was
posted to the sitter and proved correct in nearly
every detail. Some of the names given were of
persons who had passed so long ago that it became
necessary to refer to other relatives to obtain
verification.
In short, the whole incident was
evidential, and to me, at any rate, is something new.
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"PHANTOM WALLS.’’
SIR OLIVER LODGE’S NEW BOOK

I*'
I'deface to this, his latest volume,
*
Sir
Oliver writes :—
“It is because a beneficent spiritual world has
to me become the ultimate reality that I have
composed this book.”
i. hat statement is in some, sort a key-note to
the whole work, or at any rate the motive which
inspired it. It has an eloquence of its own. Slightly
to alter a well-known line, we should describe it as
a book of “plain writing and high thinking”. It
is packed with ideas set out with that clarity which
is always so conspicuous a feature of Sir Oliver’s
writings and speeches. It represents his matured
conclusions on the subject of life and its meaning,
with special relation to that “other world”, the
existence of which is still stubbornly disputed by the
“die hards” of Science and Rationalism.
Probably the chapter on “The Mechanism of
Survival” will be the one to which the serious student
of the subject will give marked attention. This is
a mechanical age, and mechanism is somehow given
a primary value which does not really belong to it.
In this chapter the author summarises some of his
conclusions regarding the rationale of survival, as
also in the following chapter “Problems Raised by
the Idea of Survival”, in which the hypothesis of
the etheric body is dealt with as one providing a
kind of via. media for opposing schools of thought.
Sir Oliver says :—
If there is a real entity which fills all space,
it is unlikely that it is not made use of for
vital purposes; and if it be true that a physical
instrument or vehicle, some kind of mechanism
involving rational processes, must accompany
every thought and every mental operation, then
the space-filling entity suggests itself as com
petent to do all that is wanted. To suppose
that mind cannot exist without matter, is. weak,
gratuitous, and inconclusive; but to suppose
that mind requires for its activity sowe physical
vehicle, though it may be of an entirely
supersensual land, is in analogy and accordance
with all the rest of our experience. Mind may
always require a body or mode of manifestation,
but that “body” need not be formed of matter,
and need not appeal to our present senses.

Readers who are more concerned with moral and
psychical questions will find much to interest ’ them
in such chapters as that on the Meaning of Existence,
Phenomena needing Investigation and the Influence
of Demonstrated Survival.
From the last chapter we cull the following
passage :—
If the animating principle that we are aware
of in ourselves has a permanent existence, and
if that animating principle is individualised,
so that our personalities continue, the door is
open to the conception of other intelligences
higher than our own, which may likewise exist.
For no reason can be assigned why we or any
other of the organisms on earth should be the
• highest that can exist anywhere.
Those who have lixjed on the earth in the
past, if in any sense they continue, need not
surely have been stagnant and unprogressive.
The process of evolution that has brought us
thus far may carry us on much farther.
It is hardly necessary to say that the book abounds
in illuminating ideas, whether by reason of the light
they throw on intellectual difficulties in regard to
survival or to the ethical values which would be
established by a general recognition that there are
•Hodder & Stoughton.
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higher worlds of intelligence and a life beyond for
even the humblest of the human family— a life in
which the latent faculties will be harmotiiotiaiy
unfolded and the necessity for the life of earth
justified and shown to be full of beneficent
purpose.
It is a book to be read, for its appeal is various
and its conclusions are everywhere inspiring.

PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY.
A “GHOST” PHOTOGRAPH AND THE SEQUEL.

In the Daily Mail, of 31st ulto., appeared an
account of an alleged spirit photograph, which the
journal reproduces. It is a photograph of the old
ruins of Minsden Chapel (in Hertfordshire, near
Hitchin), against the walls of which appears a cowled
figure, presumed to be the ghost of a certain Dame
Margerie, who in the fourteenth century was a
resident in the neighbourhood and a patroness of the
chapel.
On the following day the Daily Mail announced
that the ghost was a bogus one. The photograph,
it seems, was taken many years ago by a local
photographer, as a photographic hoax, to be played
on a relative who was interested in psychic research.
The experiment was carried out by the photographer
who got a friend attired in suitable drapery to pose
in front of the camera. The case is not new to
us, although this is the first time we have learned
that it was an imposture.
In March, 1914, we were visited by a young man
who told us that he and a friend, a photographer,
while cycling in Herts, visited Minsden Chapel. His
friend took a photograph of the place and a ghostly
figure, standing by the ruined wall, was seen on the
plate when developed. He declared that they could
offer no explanation—it was an utter mystery. We
wrote a brief account of the matter in Light, of
March 28, 1914—naturally a guarded one, for we
had only the visitor’s statement of what had happened,
and a “-ghost-photograph” is, in itself, no proof of
any actual ghost. After that we heard nothing more
of the matter, until the appearance of the story in
the Daily Mail.
The reality of what is called psychic photography
has been proved many times, but it is a subject which
needs the greatest vigilance. There are so many
ways of “faking” a photograph, and so many quite
chance effects which the unwary take to be “super
normal”, that the most rigorous care is needed
before pronouncing a favourable verdict. One must
be closely acquainted with the circumstances and the
people concerned—the plate in itself is often not
sufficient on which to form a judgment of any value.
In such recent cases as the pictures of the late
Miss Scatcherd, with messages in her own hand
writing gained under test conditions, or the clearly
recognisable picture of the late Dr. Haraldur Nielsson
of Iceland, obtained by his widow on a visit to Hope,
he having no notion of the identity of his visitor,
we have no doubt whatever of the genuineness of
the results.
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Editor dots not necessarily identify himself with the
opinions expressed by Correspondents')

THE INVESTIGATION OF THE HUMAN AURA.
Sir,—1 regard the scientific demonstration of the
existence of the aura as an essential towards proving
the hypotheses of Spiritualism. I am, therefore,
offering five pounds with the dual object of stimu
lating research in this direction, and at the same
time acquiring a photograph showing the lines of
force emanating from the fingers, to illustrate our
lessons on Auric sight, which you have been
good enough to read in preparation for its book form.
I am convinced that lines of force under the
direct control of the' individual will can be photo
graphically illustrated; that the projection of the aura
forms the initial stage in the formation of pseudopods
and full-form materialisation; that it offers a scientific
explanation of the powers of healers and also of water
and metal diviners because it forms a “mind field”
through which the diviner discerns the1 presence of
hidden water or metals. Without the aura it appears
to me that seance-room effects, in general, are
impossible.
Most of your readers are familiar with the
experiment of laying a horse-shoe magnet on paper
over which iron filings have been scattered. The
lines of force are illustrated by the systematic way
in which the filings group themselves around the
north and south poles of the magnet. This illustrates
what I require.
I believe man to" be an electrical dynamo capable
of setting electric and magnetic forces in motion,
and that many people can affect matter in the same
way as a magnet by simply pointing their fingers
towards the object and exerting their will. Whether
the material offering the readiest path to the lines
of force is iron filings or sawdust, or other substance,
remains to be seen. By following instructions given
in our postal correspondence course, one of our pupils
successfully lit the gas with her bare finger tips.
But I cannot reproduce this experiment as a book
illustration and my immediate requirement is a series
of plates proving the action of the aura before it
becomes visible as psychoplasm. I can get plenty
of illustrations of what are now called ectoplasmic
formations, so I do not want these, but a type which
• should be easily procurable from among healers,
physical Mediums and even those who are not
supposed to possess mediumistic power.
When .articles are magnetised some force is clearly
ejected by the. healer; it is evidence of this fact that
I want to show. . Fingers pointed at a pith ball
suspended on a silken thread ought to reproduce
the familiar electrical experiment of attraction and
repulsion. If the person is insulated by wearing
indiarubber shoes, or standing on a glass plate, a
piece of silk, or even dry brown paper, the mere
rubbing of the hands together should, theoretically,
generate sufficient electricity to move a pith ball.
Those who can do this .most easily should be able
to go one step further and provide me with the
illustrations I require. I shall be pleased to give
further instructions to those who get thus far.
I offer the five pounds to anybody who can so
affect iron filings or other materials that I can
photograph illustrations of the lines of force
radiating from the human body, or in other ways
exhibit the lines of force for the purpose of direct
photography. I will gladly pay the travelling expenses
of anyone who can do so, or will visit any town
in the United Kingdom where reasonable evidence
is presented that my time will not be wasted in
doing so.

Experimentation on the lines suggested would
prove that Spiritualists are not mere theorists, and
study-group leaders will find it of great assistance
to their teaching if they can get their pupils to
experiment for the purpose of demonstrating the
scientific aspects of Spiritualism in this way.—Yours,
etc.,
H. Boddington.
London Psychic Educational Centre,
17, Ashmere Grove, Brixton, S.W.2.

“NEWTON AND PHILOSOPHIC
SPIRITUALISM.”
A Correction.

Sir,—It might be thought from the form of the
extract made from Psychic Science in the October
issue (given in Light of 2nd inst.) that Mr. Eric J.
Dingwall’s “conclusion” is drawn from his article on
The Crisis in Psychical Research. That is not so;
the conclusion that “Physical mediums are all frauds”
is not stated in those words, and Mr. Dingwall tells
me that these words attributed to him do not express
his considered thought, which will be found in his
writings. The words in question were drawn from
an article in the June issue of Psychical Research by
the Research Officer of the Am.S.P.R. who quotes
them twice as the words of Mr. Dingwall (p. 323 and
p. 324). I took them as fairly summing up the
position of Mr. Dingwall and of most sceptics.—
Yours, etc.,
Stanley De Brath.

A CASE OF PREVISION.

Sir,—Haying had many visions of the future, I
have found that a vision will be realised at the
appointed time, whatever the circumstances. Here is
one which impressed me very much—it was, in fact,
nothing less than a tragedy.
A friend of mine rang me up one evening, saying
that she had some friends staying with her and would
be very pleased if she might bring them to my house
after dinner. They came—the friends consisting of
a father and two daughters, the former, a very inter
esting and cultured man whom I will call Mr. X.
We all spent a very pleasant hour or so together.
They came and went like “ships that pass in the
night”. I did not see them again.
Some time afterwards—perhaps a year or so—I
had a vision in which I saw Mr. X. standing by a
long window opening on to a garden. I could plainly
see the trees and path through the glass. He looked
extremely ill and was holding his head; sitting on a
low stool at his feet, was his daughter, sewing. (I
particularly noticed which of the girls it was.) The
conviction came to me that Mr. X. was on the verge
of madness. I awoke, feeling horrified. Such an
idea seemed to be utterly absurd. Mr. X. was sound
both in body and mind when I had seen him, and I
had no reason to think that any change had occurred.
I endeavoured to banish the vision from my mind,
concluding that it must have been a bad dream; and
so another year went by. Then this same friend rang
me up again, saying she had had some dreadful news
and would be glad if I could see her. She came and
brought me the sad news that Mr. X. was on the
verge of madness. He walked about holding his head,
and the only person who could calm or control him
was his daughter (the one I had seen in the vision).
It was such a shock to me that I exclaimed, “ My
vision!” and I related to my friend all I had seen.—
Yours, etc.,
Fleur Charley.
The Rosary, Cleeve Hill, Glos.
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SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
AND FATHER THURSTON.
Destructive criticism can be very valuable. But
it may be also rather cheap, for, as the world goes
to-day, censure is always more in evidence than
appreciation.
It is cdsy; and, like **variety”, it
provides “the spice of life
***
We all have our faults
an<l as they are usually more conspicuous than our
*
virtue
ihev offer a tempting mark to our enemies.
Some time ago Father Thurston put forth a
tgimphlei. A/odrrw S/hriiuaiuin, in which. a» a student
of the subject, he reviewed its career. We read
the book with interest, although wry familiar with
the ground traversed by the reverend author. A
*
we read it, we remembered sume word
*
by Emenem
to the effect that when a man, who is committed
tn any institution or doctrine, give
*
his view
*
in
inililu we all know beforehand the attitude he will
lake up; we know he cannot do anything etoe. So
it wan iu»t surprising to find that A/vdcm Spiritualism
(which, of course, had to pa
**
a censoridup—A ikd
ohxrul.
etc.) took the only hoe it could
take in the circumstances. Its author, as a man of
high mental attainments, treats hi
* theme in a cultured
and restrained lashion, but we could not reasonably
expect him to express other views than those which
he actually sets forth.
In an answer to the book. Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle has published a pamphlet, The Aoasoa CatAohc
Ckwrch, in which he dears vigorously with Father
Thurston's imputaiMMVL Sir Arthur remarks that be,
himself, was bom in a Roman Catholic family and
brought up as a Roman Cathohc until the narrow
intolerance shown bv that Church to other creeds
led him to broader and more charitable cults. He
would not, he say
,
*
have touched its affairs had he
not been compelled to do so by Father Thurston s
brochure which has made vety free with my own
name and experiences'
.
*
True enough ; Sir Arthur
comes very much into Father Thurston s critical held,
and his remarks art not the less iuvmImmis because
they are cast in a drlkately caustic vein
It is
significant that Father Thurston makes cutuidrrabk
use oi cniKisni
*
of Spintuahsns penned by Spirituaiuts themselves in earlier years. These, at hast,
show that srlf-cntical spirit which might well be
adopted h some other tmtiiuiMXis and ixM/vemcnts.
It is ad
*o
noteworthy that Ser Arthur mention
*
that
a letter from him which appeared in TAc Tuner,
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before the Coronation, was the first public suggestion
that the Coronation Oath should be amended so as
to place the Roman Catholic faith upon the same level
as every other,
" It is a pretty quarrel,” as Sir Lucius O’Trigger
would say. It is possible to take it too seriously,
especially as the odium theologicum comes in so
strongly. For our own part, we prefer to steer clear
of theological controversies, or at least to take them
in our stride.
The other evening we listened to a fierce onslaught
by Mr. Chapman Cohen, the rationalist leader, on
Spiritualism and all its implications—spirits, visions,
miracles and the like. To him it was clearly all
part of a mass of Biblical and theological myths and
superstitions against which Rationalism wages un
ceasing war. He was debating the question with
Mr. Shaw Desmond who contended for the reality
of a spirit world and its interactions with this.
Afterwards we turned to a pamphlet Why I Left
the Church, by Mr. Joseph McCabe, in which we
found a scathing indictment of Father Thurston's
Church, written with considerable intellectual skill.
It is as well to gain an all-round view in these matters.
It assists in the cultivation of balance and a sense
of right values.
Happily (or unhappily) our life on earth is short.
There is not time for the most earnest and leisured
student to read all that has been written for and
against Spiritualism, even by those whose knowledge
and experience give them a title to speak with
authority. The intelligent student, however, will
restrict himself to those who can write without bias,
theological or otherwise, giving independent views
based wholly on knowledge ana experience.
Let him that is without sin amongst you cast
the first stone”, is a maxim to be remembered in
these matters, not merely on moral grounds, but even
on grounds of policy. No person or institution is
so tree from faults that it can afford to indulge in
the practice. The stones cast may be returned with
even greater damage to the thrower than he can
Contrive to intlict on the subject of his aversion.
At present we observe the Rationalist, pointing
triumphantly to empty churches and the decay of
Religion as the result of the work of Secularism;
but he is in the same camp as the Romanist in his
hatred of Spiritualism. Bigotry, like poverty, brings
together strange bedfellows.
It almost seems that the obligations of good
feeling, good manners and good sense are of more
value and importance to mankind than any religious
system (whatever it may be), whose votaries seek
Io disregard these obligations in the name of Religion.
And in saying this we do not except Spiritualism,
which, in the case of some of its followers, is some
*
time
guilty of the same offence.

COMING ADDRESS BY SIR OLIVER LODGE.
An address, ” Inferences arising from the Fact of
Survival and their Bearing on Religion, Philosophy
and Science’*, will be delivered bv Sir Ob ver Lodge
to the London Spiritualist Alliance, on Thursday
evening, November 21 st, at 8 p.m., at The Friends
*
House, Fusion Road (near Euston Station>. The
chair will be occupied by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
This hall has been chosen as it was found that
Queen’s Gate Hall could not provide sufficient
accocrunodation for all who wish to be present and
the hall selected will accommodate t.joo. The
meeting is free to members of the L.S.A. who may
obtain tickets for their guests and fnends at 2S. each,
ott application to the Secretary . Tickets already
iwtrro for Queen’s Gate Hall win, of course, be
available at Friends' House, and admission tor fnends
of members may be obtained at the door if members
*
introduction is produced.
t
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SIDELIGHTS.
The Edinburgh Evening Dispatch, of the 30th
ulto., quotes Mrs. Saintsbury, of the Scottish
Psychical Society, Edinburgh, as saying that healing
is passing out of the hands of the ordinary medical
practitioner and that spiritual healing is not "a creed
for cranks but a spiritual science . She asserted
the existence of a "healing ray” possessed by some
people, describing it as a kind of emanation which
healed instantaneously or gradually.
♦

♦

♦

♦

♦

The Jewish Chronicle, of the 1st inst., gives a
report of a public meeting of the Jewish Society
for Psychic Research, held at Caxton Hall on the
previous Tuesday.
Miss Regina Miriam Bloch
presided, and Mr. Maurice Barbanell delivered the
address in the course of which he referred to the
Bible as a record of psychic happenings, and said
that Spiritualism meant that “arf people, without
exception, survived, and lived after death a perfectly
normal and natural existence, just as normal and
natural as their lives here”.
*

• *

•

•

*

The Daily Chronicle, of the 31st ulto.. tells the
story of a haunted house at Tufnell Park. A lady
visitor called the attention of the hostess to footsteps,
as of a man entering the front gate and coming up
the step
*
to the front door. The hostess replied :
"There is no one at the door; it is only the ghost."
It serins that the house-dog hear
*
the footstep
*
of
the ghost and run
*
*
toward
the front door, barking
noisily When it first happmrtl the th
*;
on reaching
the door suddenly stopped and retreated with every
sign of terror, The account add
*
that the lady of
the house has no interest tn Spiritualism and remain
*
quite uitconcemcd alrnut the haunting.

•

•

•

*

•

The East Inghau Daily Times, of the t* inst.,
*
give
a long report of the address delivered by Mr
*.
Philip Champion de Crespigny to members of the
Ipswich ychic
l**
Society on the previous Thursday.
In the course of her address Mr
*,
de Crespigny said
the great object of Spiritualism was to prove that
thrir is no death, that those whom they had loved
and cared for were still alive on the other ode.
She expressed her surprise that Spiritualism aroused
to much rancour and bad feeling amongst thoiw who
heard of it. Spiritualists were trying to bring to
the world the must glorious teaching it had ever
known : the continuity of life, and so making life
iiarlf belter worth living.
•

•

•

•

*
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In the Sunday Graphic, of the 3rd inst., Mrs.
Champion de Crespigny has an article replying to
the Rev. Austin Lee, who had offered some criticisms
of Spiritualism in the previous issue of that journal.
Mrs. de Crespigny says : “ Spiritualism proves neither
immortality nor that there is a God. It proves
continuity of man’s personality and that those w<
love are still alive and can speak to us. . . . It is
as spiritual, and no more, as each one of us may
choose to make it, but it is not an end in itself, only
a stepping-stone to higher things.”

“A NEW QUEST FOR THE JESUS

OF HISTORY.”

By V. V. Fa rone.

Under the above heading, the Quest for the current
quarter gives an interesting account of a new and
monumental work by Robert Eisler, which deals with
the recovery of the lost or repressed testimony of
Flavius Josephus to infant Christianity.
The forthcoming abridged translation of Eisler’s
work will be eagerly awaited alike by those who
uphold and those who deny the Christian tradition.
Pending access to the work itself, it would be illjudged to comment upon it only in the light of the
Quest article.
There are, however, two interesting points empha
sised by the Editor upon which comment may be both
pertinent and permissible.
Phe first is that the actual existence of Jesus has
been proven beyond the possibility of a doubt. As the
Editor puts it, ” the Non-historicitv school, which
would have had it that Jesus never existed, is for
ever hopelessly down and out, knocked senseless—nay,
stone dead.
“ So that’s that," and the first round is to the
believer.
The second point deals with the personal appear
ance of Jesus.
The traditional representation of Jesus has always,
let me confess it, been a puzzle to me. The pictures
of the Iwautiful, if somewhat unmasculine, head, the
spick-and-span draperies anil (shall 1 say it?) the
immaculate cleanliness have always been difficult to
reconcile with the frugal, austere, wandering life and
the fasting in the desert.
Let <u* picture to ourselves the effect of the
nomadic life described in the Gospels, on any man.
Would he, nay could he, retain the appearance that
the Roman Catholic Church has given to her
"Spouse’’?
The answer, and the origin of the misconception
are alike obvious.
We know of at least one instance where He
exerted His physical strength : when he cleared the
Temple, and we may well believe that no weakling
would have so successfully and rapidly accomplished
the task.

The Church t>j England Newspaper, of the 1st
tnsi„ contain
*
an article by the Rev. R. J. Campbell
drahng with Sir Oliver Lodge’s statement that
“reality lies behind, in the unseen, in the spiritual".
Xhr «Campl«rU writes: ** The principal value of the
Christian rrvefatvon is that' it really doe
*
put us in
touch with what is bevond and above all that is
merrlv of the natural man. all change and decay,
all darknes
*
and death. It really does unite us to
the hwamtablc and imperishable good for which we
are constitvied and are meant to achieve; in a
manner of speaking it puts us in immediate possession
oi that which will survive when this world and
everything therein has vanished like clouds and
shadow s before the ascending light of the morning."

YOUR
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Flavius Josephus’* description of the personal
appearance of Jesus may come as a shock to some of
those who unthinkingly accept conflicting and irrecon
cilable statements, but that it will have any disastrous
effect on Christianity at large is hardly likely. It was
not on the personal appearance of Jesus that Christi
anity was founded.
Jesus gave to the world a Code and a Truth which
it is even now only beginning to understand, and the
beautv and greatness of which has never been
questioned.

The marvel is that after two thousand years any
one can still be found who can accept the idea that
the <>ne from whom came such teaching, could have
been merely a political revolutionary.
SUPPLY
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DR. FRANK BALLARD AT
BRADFORD.
PSYCHIC RESEARCH, SPIRITISM AND
SPIRITUALISM.

On Monday, October 2ist, Dr. Frank Ballard,
President of the Sheffield Society for Psychical
Research, delivered an eloquent address at the
Mechanics’ Institute, Bradford, to the first meeting
of the winter session of the West Riding of Yorkshire
Psychical Society. He took for his Subject “Modern
Spiritism and its Critics” and as will be seen, he
defined the difference between Spiritism and Spirit
ualism.
In fairness to Dr. Ballard’s own views, any report
must make mention of the four heads of his intro
duction, although he actually dealt with only two. The
subject might be divided, he said, into (one) Psychical
Research, concerned with the facing of the facts
undeniably abnormal, and the search for their signi
ficance ; (two) Spiritism, which on the basis of the
certainty of the facts asserted, as the only conclusion
that covered the whole case, that they were caused by
the action of the spirits of the departed; (three)
Spiritualism, the religion ensuing from Spiritism and
definitely Unitarian; and (four) Christian Spiritual
ism, which was the faith held by the lecturer himself
and had room for the full Gospel of Jesus Christ.
Dealing with Psychical Research, Dr. Ballard told
how he himself had. in 1882, assisted in the formation
of the Society for Psychical Research and reminded
his audience of the vast amount of time, thought and
energy that had been given to the subject by some
of the keenest minds of the past and present genera
tion. lie recommended two books, Phantasms of the
Living; and, still more warmly, Thirty years of
Psychical Research by Professor Richet. This latter
was the most remarkable book he knew on these
questions. Prof. Richet refused to accept the spiritist
interpretation, but this was because he started with a
pre-cletermination.
The actual occurrences Richet
regarded as proved up to the hilt. We, however,
could not rest at the stage that contented Richet.
Our state of growth in these things demanded that we
should "put away childish things” and press on to the
fullest satisfaction our minds could grasp.
This
eventually led to Spiritism.
Under this head Dr. Ballard first dealt with the
negative or critical aspect, reviewing with much detail
all the usual objections and sneers. The abuse from
scientific quarters he stigmatised as quite unworthy.
Such scientists as those from whom this abuse came
did not live up to their high calling. They abused
for one reason only——they did not face the facts. One
of the favourite sneers was “the gullibility of the
average man”. The truth was we were not here con
cerned with “the average man”. We were concerned
with men like Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir William Crookes,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Sir Edward Marshall Hall,
and scores of others with minds exceptionally and
very keenly trained. Were these men gullible?
Conjurers again had often claimed to produce
equal phenomena. Dr. Ballard had himself followed
and accepted the invitation to be on the same platform
to shake hands with a “ghost” raised by Maskelyne.
The baud was not that of a “ghost” but of a living
woman. The conjurers’ effects were not equal, and
moreover demanded elaborate machinery of which
Spiritism needed none, The famous conjurer Will
Goldston had told the lecturer that Maskelyne for all
his public hostility had confessed to him his certainty
that the Spiritist phenomena were true.
A common criticism was that directed against
mediumship generally, because one particular Medium
had been detected in fraud. It was not a fair critic
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ism. Movements should be judged by their best
features, not by their worst. Many vile, stupid, weak,
fraudulent and abominable things had been done by
people in the name of Christianity. Did these things
make Christianity untrue?
It was even said further that the occurrences at
seances were trifling, but the fact was that the “man
who despised trifles was a fool”. Electricity was a
very big thing, yet it began in such a silly trifle as
the twitching of a frog’s back leg.
Again, people said that it was dangerous. The
exaggeration here was so tremendous that another
word than exaggeration would seem to be nearer the
truth. There was, for instance, a book written by a
clergyman wherein it was stated that 10,000 people
had been incarcerated in insane asylums following
their experiences of Spiritism. When the statement
was investigated, this appalling figure shrank to four
cases in the circumstances under review. What value
could, possibly be placed on such criticism as that?
Even were the subject dangerous should we therefore
have nothing to do with it? What would become of
civilisation if we followed that advice? Should we
forego the benefits of electric power because sometimes
people were killed when they touched a live wire?
Should we have nothing-to do with radium and give
up tire probability of a cure for cancer, which may
save thousands from years of agony, because some
noble souls were martyred because of their experi
ments and investigations? Furthermore, where should
we go to avoid danger? The only way was to go tn
bed and we should not be there long before the doctor
came and told us that bed was a very dangerous place
if we stayed there too long! Such talk was weak and
unworthy of our manhood.
Several other “criticisms” were also summarily
demolished by Dr. Ballard, who then passed on to
the positive aspect of Spiritism. He maintained with
out the least fear of honest and unbiased contradic
tion, that this was the only explanation. The phe
nomena were produced by the action of departed
spirits. The continuity of human life after death
had been absolutely proved. He further claimed that
the subject makes an ever-increasing impression both
upon the public mind and upon the churches; all of
them, including even the Romish. Twenty-five years
ago it would have been impossible for a speaker at a
Church Conference to make the statements he had
heard at one recently. The denomination would have
flung such a speaker out at once.
There was also a wonderful increase in the litera
ture of the subject. The Psychic Bookshop in West
minster afforded incontrovertible proof of this.
Much research too, was being carried on quietly,
without advertisement of any kind, of great value
none the less, in private circles. Spiritism had art
unspeakable value, which no other branch of know
ledge could supply, as a definite and final antidote to
materialism whether philosophical, as with the
scientists, who claimed that the brain was the mind,
or practical, as with the “man in the street” with his
devotion to pictures, football and gambling. It had,
perhaps, a still greater value in teaching us more of our
own wonderful selves, the greatest mystery and high
est secret with which we were in touch in the whole
universe. Some were afraid of investigating for fear
it would prove to be not in harmony with their
religion. There was no contradiction between Spirit
ism and genuine Christianity. To this latter Spiritism
was as a buttress to the wall. One of the greatest
benefits of it would be in compelling the churches
to revise their eschatology. It was said of the average
man «that he does not want to go to heaven nor fear
to go to hell. Spiritism would infallibly make spirit
uality the great aim, put first things first, in the lives,
of the ordinary sensible man.
The Chairman at this lecture was Dr. J. B. Allan,
who is professor at Rawdon College, near Leeds. Dr.
Allan, who is well-known in Bradford, was cordially
received and in his opening remarks he made it clear
that he was convinced of the facts of Spiritualism.
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SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
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Mr. Carl A. Carleson, of Vasteras, Sweden,
writes:—
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, accompanied by Lady
Doyle and Mr. and Mrs. Ashton Jonson, arrived at
Stockholm on Sunday, October 27th, and was met
at the statiori by, amongst others, a large deputation
from the Stockholm Spiritualistic Society, and the
managing director for A. B. Chelius & Co., which
firm recently published a Swedish translation of The
Vital Message and H. Dennis Bradley’s Towards
the Stars.
Lady Doyle and Mrs. Ashton Jonson
were presented with many beautiful bouquets. Out
side the station were several reporters, press-photo
graphers and film-operators.
On the same evening Sir Arthur delivered his
first lecture at the Concert House, the largest hall
in Stockholm, holding 1,500 persons, before a crowded
house. He was greeted with great applause and
the audience was greatly impressed and interested
by his forceful speech, which was cleverly translated
by Mr. G. Sundquist.-the president of the Stockholm
Spiritualistic Society.
On Wednesday Sir Arthur delivered a short
address over the radio and on Thursday a second
lecture was arranged al the same hall, which was
filled to the last scat. The newspapers *have been
remarkably sympathetic, which is so much the more
to be appreciated, as the Press had previously either
completely ignored or else ridiculed our former
efforts to spread our great truth.
One of’the leading newspapers, which previously
hat been extraordinarily antagonistic, closed a splendid
trtielc regarding the first lecture, as fallows:

You may say what you Klee about dabbling
in these questions, but wfien it is done in such
a dignified w
*ay, as that in which our cultured
spiritualists make propaganda for their ideas,
no one has a rignt to fee) offended. It is
benevolent, for their purpose is to verify the
honesty of the proclamation, and there is an
absence of all ostentation. , . .
Sir Arthur was no doubt right, when,
sneaking about the scepticism and scorn that
all spiritualists have to bear, he said that the
movement is still young, and that its adherents,
to a certain extent, are in the same position,
in regard to the general public, as were the
early Christians in their time.
Well, we know that the Christians won their battle,
and so will the Spiritualists. Sir Arthur’s missionary
work here in Sweden, and all over the world, has
been dev ph appreciated by his many friends and
followers here, and we all hope to be able to carry
an the work with mure understanding and greater
happiness. after the wonderful inspiration received
through. Sir Arthur and Lady Doyle’s visit.
DECEASE OF MR. B. D. GODFREY.

As we go to press we learn, with deep regret, of
the decease of Xlr. B. D. Godfrey, on Thursday, the
7th inst He was for many sears Librarian of the
London Spiritualist Alliance, a post from which he
retired on a pension some years ago. He was 84
years of age. We hope to give further particulars
next week. In the meantime, we join his many other
friends in sincere coodoknces with his family.

The reasoning for some, doctrines seems only to
weaken them. But there are things that remain true
in spite of the arguments offered in their support.

*****

“ The universe is made up of ether and atoms, and
there is no room for ghosts.” That amusing piece of
cocksure dogmatism proceeded from a Rationalist
(so-called). Curious that he should not be struck
by the fact that as there is room in the Universe for
persons of a very dense kind there should be space
enough for more ethereal existences !
*****

It is always a pleasant and humanising thing to
hear two experts in the same subject each denouncing
the heresies of the other, or. contrariwise, to listen to
one of them expressing his admiration for some
person with whom he had lately compared notes, as
thus : “ I found Mr. ----- a most intelligent man; he
has arrived at the same conclusions as myself!”
Freedom from such little foibles would mean that
man was either an angel—or a Robot.

In more than one story concerning the wizards
and magicians of old, it is told how they set the
demons under their control to making ropes of seasand. The imps had to be kept constantly employed
to keep them out of mischief, and when the wizard
could think of nothing else he set them this neverending job. Nowadays, if there were magicians,
I suppose they would have more imagination and
would provide a variety of other futile tasks. I
could imagine a modern wizard setting his infernal
crew to work out a recurring decimal! That would
keep them closely employed until they were needed
for something more useful.
*****

Whenever the iconoclast—Dean Inge, for instance
—makes an attack on some particular form of faith,
one is pretty sure to read later protests from believers
complaining that the statements made are dishearten
ing, disturbing and so on. But why? If a thing is
true, faith in it should not so easily be made to shiver.
It rather suggests that the timid believers are not
very sure of their truth. This should not be. If a
man has examined all the bases of his faith and tested
it himself to the utmost, he ought to be quite willing
that it should be criticised to the utmost. If he has
true gold he should be able to regard with a smile all
the acid tests that may be applied to it, even by those
who are desperately anxious to prove that it is not
the genuine metal.
*****
I was never *0 impressed with the universality
of Shakespeare as when I round how many of his
sayings would apply to psychic faculty, and spirit
communication. Take for instance: "It adds a
precious seeing to the eye” (Love's Labour Lost).
There we have a description of clairvoyance. " I
will be correspondent to command and do my spiriting
gently” (The Tempest) might <Iescribe the attitude
of a friendlv communicator from the Unseen. "Rest,
rest, perturbed spirit!” {Hamlet) could be applied
as an adjuration to some poltergeist or haunting
ghost. "My tables? meet it is I set it down” (Hamlet)
has a not indirect application to one form of psychic
communication. There are several other "tags” which
fit our case; but these are enough for the moment.
D. G.

EXPERIMENTS OF A MEDIUM.

cross would not have been visible without close
scrutiny of the earth. As it was, with my direction
so arranged, that the shadows were behind me and
By Frederick H. Haines, F.C.I.B.
the bright light streaming towards me, the cross leapt
to the eye and could not be missed. Thus, you see,
my
guide had a full realization of the effect of light
(Concluded front page 538)
and shade and of my capacity of vision. I was,
1 am an avowed Christian and a member of the
verily, her child, and I walked in faith as such.
Ohurch of England, but was not particularly pious
But it was “The Master’s Cross” we were seeking,
nor addicted to religious thought until Spiritualism
the sacred symbol that repels evil; so you need no
other explanation of why this particular incident was
opened my eyes. Since I became spiritually active—
the quickest, cleanest, freest of all hesitancy, of any
only a short time ago—I have been impressed to
of the many experiments which it has been my
wear the Cross as a sort of talisman against evil
privilege to make with the aid of my spirit-friends.
influence and as a confession of faith in Christ.
There is another reason why my stories alone
This takes the shape of a tiny gold cross at the end
must suffice the experimentally-inclined reader, if he
of my watch-chain. Thereby hangs my story.
cannot experiment with his own faculties; self
The other Saturday morning, I was very busy in
consciousness inhibits spiritual activities. Under
my large garden with a gardener, from ten o’clock
scrutiny, I should suffer torment that would defeat
until midday.
We were working together, here,
our purpose. How any Medium can submit to many
there, and everywhere. After my exertions, and just
of the indignities of scientific tests in the seance
before lunch, 1 bathed—I want to impress the reader
room is beyond my understanding; that he or she
with the part that cleanliness and rest play in my
should successfully “go off” and produce the pheno
experiments.
After lunch I enjoyed a siesta.
mena under such circumstances amazes me. I can
Refreshed, I arose and prepared to go for a walk;
only assume that “familiarity breeds contempt”. The
but as I changed my attire, my fingers suddenly
public Medium is familiar with the investigator’s
discovered the loss of the cross from the end of my
state of mind. But as a private and unpaid Medium,
watch-chain.
I was startled, shocked.
For the
I shrink from the ordeal of meeting blatant scepticism
moment I had no other thought but the necessity
in my moments of spiritual exaltation. It is as
of recovering it. But my belief in its potency for
though you would intrude upon my devotions for
good is so strong that I fell upon my knees and
some vulgar satisfaction of pagan curiosity. I am
besought protection of Heaven. Many readers will
a Spiritualist and a Christian. These things I tell
view my attitude here as “grosss superstition”; that is
of are part of my spiritual belief and experience, and
why I emphasize my reverence. I have unlearnt
if I share them with you, it is mainly in the hope
much of such supercilious wisdom respecting “gross
that you may realise my sincerity. Therethrough
superstitions” since I took up Spiritualism. I pray
you may, • at some time, win some internal vision
for a child’s faith in these things and know that all
which shall afford you equal relief from the complex
else is vanity.
of unbelief. But further than that I cannot help
But to return to my story.
After prayer
you. You must help yourself. Christ, you will
for protection. I sought my spirit-friends for help.
remember, said “Follow Me”. If you are stagnated
A mathematician might be able to give you the
in your own conceit and intellectual pride and will
probabilities of recovering a tiny gold cross lost in
not “do your little bit” in seeking Him, in seeking
a garden of upwards of two acres in extent. He
truth, in contacting with spiritual things, you must
might discourse learnedly upon “chance” and calculate
not complain if you get no further forward. Once
all kinds of hazards that might invest the search
I scoffed at such things; now I bend the knee in deep
with delay. A needle in a hay-stack would be as
humility, conscious of my dependence upon an ever
profitable a search for the ordinary man. But my
lasting miracle for everything I am or would be.
spirit-friends found my cross for me in four minutes.
Life is given to me. I can but marvel at the gift
“ Elizabeth, 1 have lost The Master’s symbol,” I
and rejoice. Once I was dead : now I am alive again.
said aloud, apparently talking to the air. “ Please
tell me where it is.” Instantly, without hesitation,
my hand wrote: “ Under the cherry-tree.” But I
have three cherry-trees in my garden, and said so
aloud. “ Please guide me to it,” I added. Then
in that peculiar state, which I know as semi-trance,
1 went downstairs, walked across my lawns, and
proceeded along a grass-path towards a cherry-tree
which overhung the other end of the path. I decided
that this tree was my object. Suddenly I was impelled
to “right-turn” and make tracks, as 1 thought, across
a small enclosed lawn towards another cherry-tree,
w’hich for the moment held mv expectancy. But
again my spirit-friend intervened and I was turned
half-left to step gingerly across a flower-bed—a thing
1 don’t like doing. This brought me on to another
path which led back to the first-sighted cherry-tree,
round which 1 peregrinated until I came to a sudden
standstill, facing the direction I should have come
had 1 been led direct down the first path. This
sounds a bit verbose but is all set down to make
you understand the intelligence operating from the
spirit-plane. This tour of the orchard had a purpose
and was not mere wandering. The instant that I
came to a standstill I felt the familiar thrill of spirit
achievement, and there at my feet, glistening in the
sunlight among the verdure under the tree, was
the gold cross. I was amazed. It was all done
so swifthr. Not only had 1 recovered the cross but
I realized now that had 1 come direct down the path
towards the tree, with the sun behind me and the
deep shadows of orchard-trees in front of me, the

[The following books through the mediumship of Mr.
F. H. Haines have already been published and illustrate
The Higher Spiritualism: Spiritual Development (on
Mediumship) 4s. net; The Book of Spiritual IFisdom
(Cuno’s teachings) 6s. net; and Thus Saith Celphra
(Philosophy of rhe Soul) 5s. net These can be obtained
bv return, post free, from The Pure Thought Press, 178.
High Street, Watford, Herts.]

NOTES ON NEW BOOKS.
“ The Resurrection of Merton Lloyd.” By Mabel
Beatty. (Thornton Butterworth, ys. 6d. net.)
The transference of a living soul into a dead body, hence
forth living 10 a certain extent the life of the former owner
of that body, has been a theme for fiction before, but rarely
more delicately done than in the present book. The early
life of Merion gives us more than a glimpse of his
character, so that it is interesting to watch his character
manifesting in another bodv of very different impulses and
ideals. Menon’s soul at last overcomes these handicaps
while his own body “dies” and is buried. A touching
psychic incident comes in where Merton’s old aunt, whb
always declared she knew her nephew was still living,
recognised the man known as Hugh Meredith as her own
beloved boy.
E. K. G.
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15 QUEEN’S CATE, LONDON, S.W.7
: W.»hr. 398D
«•«. Principal, MRS. HBWAT

Spiritualist Association,

Marylebone

The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd.,

Ltd.,

XEOLIAN HALL. NEW BOND STREET, W.
PUBLIO

McKBNXIB.

WORSHIP, SUNDAYS AT 8.30.

Sunday, November 17th, at 6.30.

Syllabus on Application.

Speaker
..
Clairvoyante

MR. ERNEST HUNT
MRS. A. JOHNSON

..
..

Silver collection on entering.
TRANCE MEDIUMSHIP.
TRANCE MEDIUMSHIP.

Private Appointments MRS. GARRETT
Private Appointments
MRS. MASON

Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments_
_
MISS FRANCIS
Clairvoyance and Paychometry. Private Appts. MISS LILY THOMAS
psychic Diagnosis and Treatment.
Private
MR. G. P. SHARPL1N

GRAND CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
will be held in the TOWN
The Bazaar will be opened on December
Doyle, and on December 13th by Mr.
AT HEADQUARTERS.
4 Tavistock Square, W.C.l.

Wednesday. 13th November, at 8.15 p.m.
..
Vice-Admiral J. G.
ARMSTRONG, on "The Survival of Personality.”
Monday, Nov. 18th, at 8.15 p.m.
MRS. CH. DE CRESPIGNY
Question and Discussion Class.

Tuesday, Nov. 19th, at 3 p.m.

MR. G. PHILIP SHARPLIN

"Healing Instruction and Demonstration”.

HALL, KENSINGTON.
i3tb by Sir Arthur and Lady Conan
and Mrs. Hannen Swaffer.
TELEPHONE MUSEUM 0676

Participation in the following activities is confined to Members and Associates
MEETINGS FOR PSYCHOMETRY AND CLAIRVOYANCE,

Monday, Nov. 18th, at 3
Psychometry
Tuesday, Nov. igth, at 7.30 Clairvovance
Thursday, Nov. 21st, at 7.30 Clairvoyance _

—
_
_

MISS MANSFIELLX
MRS. JOHNSON
MRS. KINGSTONE

GROUP SEANCES.

PSYCHOMETRY.
FRAU LOTTE PLAAT OF OLDENBURG,
will be at the College during November for Psychometrical Readings.

Groups and Private Appointments arranged by
Secretary on application.

Fine Testimonials.

Meeting for Public Clairvoyance. (Non-members i/-.)
Friday, November 15th, at 8.15 p.m.
..
..
MISS LILY THOMAS
Group Clairvoyance. (Limited to 10. Bookings must be made.)
Friday, November 15th, at 5 p.m.
..
..
..
..
MRS. ROUS
Friday, November 22nd, at 5 p.m.
..
..
.. MRS. BROWNJOHN
VOL. VIII.

October, 1929

No. 3.

“PSYCHIC SCIENCE”
In Memorlam, James Hewat McKenzie.

Wednesday, November 20th, at 3 „
Thursday, November 21st, at 7.30 __

Best Psychic Quarterly in the World.
a/? post free.
Sample copy post free.

SPECIAL DISCUSSION EVENING.

Sunday, Noragnber 17th, 11 a.m.

SPIRITUALIST

Sunday, Not
*mb<c

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17th,
11 a.m,—Speaker, Rev. G. Vale Owen.
6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Dr. Quetta Woodbridge.
:
*
Clairvoyant

Miss Frances Campbell.
II a.m., Rev. Drayton Thomas.
4.JO pm., Mr. Harold Carpenter.
Clairvoyant: Mrs. Roberts.
Services io be preceded by an Organ Recital both morning and evening.
November 24th,

A Spiritual Healing Service is Included.
Silver Collection.
Private Sittings with Mediums can be booked in ADVANCE,
Healing Circles are held Monday
*
and Thursdays at 7 p.m. Applica
tion to bn made to the Hon. Sec., 113 Wigmore Street. W I.
Tale. 1 Welbeck M14
LUNCHEON HOUR MEETING every Wednesday, 12.30—1.30. Talk,
OMUitona Answered and Clairvoyance, to be preceded by an ORGAN RECITAL

(r. A. Armstrong, F.R.C.O.)

THE

Norambea 17th.

p.». ••

OF THE SPIRIT

which ha< been transferred to

78, LANCASTER GATE, W.2.,

and messages.
—
MRS. E. M. NEVILLE
and messages.

will commence at 6.30 p.m. instead of 7 p.m.
ALL *
communication! should be addressed to the Secretary,
at 37, I.ein.ster Square. \\ .2,

Psychic Unfoldment.

MR. R. D1MSDALE STOCKER
..MR. ERNEST MEADS
ClairvoyanceMRS. ANNIE PATTERSON

PSYCHOSENSICS:
The Home Training Correspondence Course with
a world-wide reputation.

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
I Send

CrKkheweed. A&htorU Hall, 41, Ashford Road, x ovember 17th.
K». ***** L, George- Noveaaber 30th. 3 and L Mrs. Maunder.
Croydon —The New Gallery
*
Katharine Streets—November !7th.
m
*
^tt1jta
■ hJO. Miss Lind-af-Ha^eby.
November kXh. 7.43. Mrs. E.

Brtxtea. — London PsychicEducational Centre, 17, Aahmore Grove__
** **
, PionirriTr"' Friday. 3 and 8, Free Healing and Diagnosis.

FELLOWSHIP

Come and bring a Friend,

THE SUNDAY SERVICE AND CIRCLE

MRS. N. HARRINGTON

Lewisham. Lime. Hall, Limes Grove—November 17th, 11.15. open
ritrie Ok Da. John Laaooad November 30th. S. Mrs. F. Tyler.

A rim irn inn Free.

Members are reminded that on and from November 17th,

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION,
ta wbmoriorb place, Bayswater, w.
Wwteaotay. Nosembw iotk. y. jo p. ■
*.

SERVICES.

(Nearest Station. Marble Arch or Bond Street).

H—rti charge; Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, tu am. to
8 p.m. Wednesdays, 3 p.m, to 5.30 p.m.

Saadav. Jtorambaa iytk, U a.m

COMMUNITY

GROTRIAN HALL
115, Wigmore Street

Address. Spirit descript mas and messages.
tytb, a. 30 p.m.
—
—
MRS. N. HARRINGTON

Admass, Spirit-d
*
criptioa
**
Wedimili), b’oiiiiitiq until. T ]*j p m —
Address, Spirit rioneript ton
*

MORREL

Morning and Evening

WIMBLEDON.

—

—

MR.GLOVER BOTHAM
MRS

Open daily, except Saturdays.
Members 10/-, Associates 1/6.
All correspondence to the Secretary, Frank Hawken.

Leadersiiip oi Jesus Christ.)
ROAD.

the following mediums

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION.

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,
HARTFIELD

MR. GLOVER BOTHAM

LIBRARY.

The Lending Library contains bundrtd
*
of books on I'syehie subject
*
,
Ftllly Classified < nlalognr, ep. yd,
Open dally 11 Io 1—1.30 Io 6. (< l< «<•! balurdar
*
and Sundays )
Private Appoint meats.
Psychic Photography
...
_
MRS. DEANE
*
Trine
Mediumship ...
MRS. HARKEL MRS C P SHARPLIN
MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON, and MRS. CANTLUN
Clairvoyance or Trance
MRS ROUS, MRS LIVINC.STONH, MRS, CLEGG and MISS CAMPBELL
OuUn Hoard and Automatic Writing
MRS HESTER DOWDEN
Healing
....
.
MRS. GRiiKN and MR. HARDING

f Accepting the

I

Nearly 2,000 volumes.

(Four minutes from the Hcv
*ra
of Far I la me nt.)
Telephones VICTORIA 0567
Hon. Secretary
MISS ESTELLE STEAD

*86

I MRS. HENDERSON

—
—

Saturday, November 23rd, at 8 o’clock ..
..
•'Can Telepathy Explain?
PRIVATE SITTINGS can be arranged with
MRS. ESTELLE ROBERTS MRS. CANNOCK
MRS. BARREL
MISSCAMPBELL
MISS LILY THOMAS.

8QUARE, WESTMINSTER, 8.W.I.

Public Meeting.
Sundays, at 3 p.m. In tbe MaryMxxw Music Studios. 72-74 High Street,
,
***
MankY-j
W. j. MRS. MARTHA OGILVIE. Address and Clairvoyance.

-

LECTURE.

irs. yearly

< l«»s»rs and Circles,
Mondays, 3 p.m,, Talk
*
on the Spirit with Ihi li.
tf aI
_ A
MRS. MARTHA OGILVIE
day
rM
*>
3 P<m., Kyehical Development
MRS G. P. SHARPLIN
Wednesday, Nov. aoth, 3 p m., Circle for Ctatrvoynnc
*.
MR- GLOVER BOTHAM
Thursdays, Nov. aitl, Dec. jtb and loth, at 3 p.m., Mr. W. fc Fester'
*
Class (Control; White
*
tag)
*,
TMmday
at 3 p.m.. Circle tor Development—MISS EARLE and
MRS. LIVINGSTONE
*,
Tkotsday
$.30 p.m., Devotional Group, Absent Healing __ MISS STEAD
Fridays 3 to 3 p.m,. Library ” At Heme”. Member
*
and all interested to
tallt on Psyehie Subjects cordially inv’ted.
Teat i6d-l served between 3.30 arid 3 o'clock.

— MRS. ROBERTS

SEANCES FOR DIRECT VOICE.

Monday, November 18th, at 7-3° Friday, November 22nd, at 7.30

The ” W. T
* Stead ” Borderland Library
5, SMITH

— MRS. NEVILLE
MISS MANSFIELD

Monday, Nov. 18th, at 7.30 ....
—..
Admission by ticket only.

Finely Illustrated Article on Physical Mediumship of the Hamilton
Circle in Winnipeg, etc. etc.
Editor: Stanley de Brath, M.I.C.E.

„
__

_

Secretary :

>

Special Test Book
*
by F. BRITTAIN.
“The Key to tke Gift
*
and Powers of the
.
**
nrtlrit
with l|d. ataruj? for postage.
Fsychosansic Training Institute, UH, St. Stephen'
*
Road,
Leaden. W.3,

for pamphlet,

South African Representative: Mir, L. Charlatoa Goch,
P.O, Box <123. Johannesburg, South Africa.
THE BOOK FOR ALL P8Y0HI0 STUOBNTB.
*
"Symbol
and their latnrpretatton
.
**
by F. BRITTAIN.
Prien 1/4.
Postage Sd. extra, er order firuw your bankaell
**
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London Spiritualist Alliance, Ltd.
Established 1884

Incorporated 1896

16, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.7.
President: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, M.D., LL.D.
Vice-President : Robert Fielding-Ould, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.P.

Hon. Treasurer ; Capt. A. A. Camell.
Hon. Librarian: Stanley De Brath, M.I.C.E.
Secretary : Miss Mercy Phillimore.
Hours : Daily 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sats. 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m.

The

Syllabus of

the

Telephone: Kensington 3758
Railways: District, Metro.
Tube: Piccadilly.
’Buses: 14, 30, 49, 74, 96.

Autumn Session with particulars
ON APPLICATION.

Tuesdays, at 3.15 p.m. Demonstrations of Clairvoyance.
November 19th. Mrs. LIVINGSTONE.
Tuesdays, at 8 p.m.

Wednesdays, 2.30-3.30 and 6-7 p.m.
Short private interviews with Mrs. OGILVIE for advice as
to the best methods for psychic experiment in the home
and the suitability of those desiring to participate.

L.S.A.

POSTED FREE

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Free Public Lectures.

November 19th. Mrs. OGILVIE. “Explanation of Medium
ship, with Demonstrations.’’

of the

Owing to the general feeling that Queen’s
Gate Hall, S.W., will not provide sufficient
accommodation for all those who wish to
hear an address by

Wednesdays, 3.15-4.45 p.m. Conversazione.
Wednesdays, at 5 p.m. Discussion Classes, etc.
November 20th. Miss LE ROSSIGNOL and Mr. G. 11. S.
MEAD.
Analysis and Interpretation of Psychic Drawings.
II.—- Drawings in Colour.

Thursdays (Alternate), at 8 p.m. General Lectures.
November 21st. At The Friends’ House, Euston Rd.
SIR

OLIVER LODGE,

F.R.S.

(see opposite column).

Daily Experimental Work.
Arrangements can be made for members to have private
sittings with all mediums approved by the Council, either in
the rooms of the Alliance or at the home of the medium or
member as may be mutually convenient.
Sittings for non-members can be arranged on presentation
of satisfactory letter of introduction.

Sir Oliver Lodge
F.R.S.
entitled

“Inferences arising from the Fact of
Survival, and their Bearing on Religion,
Philosophy and Science
on

November 21st, at 8 p.m.

SUBSCRIPTION :

For a membership fee of ONE GUINEA PER
ANNUM—a very moderate subscription for all the
advantages offered—the Alliance provides a centre for
enquirers and for convinced Spiritualists, where meet
ings, lectures, and investigations are regularly carried
on.

New Members Joining on or after October ist
ARE CREDITED WITH MEMBERSHIP UNTIL DECEMBER
31 ST OF THE FOLLOWING YEAR.

The use of the Library, of its kind the most
extensive and complete (three books at a time), is
alone worth this subscription.
Library Catalogue i/-, Bibliography id. (Classi
fied list of books recommended to enquirers).

In the Chair:
SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
Arrangements have been made for the address to
be given instead at

The Friends’ House
EUSTON ROAD
(Two minutes from Euston Station)

At the same time, namely, Thursday, Nov. 21st, at 8
The seating accommodation is 1,300
The acoustics are perfect

The Secretary attends every day, except Saturdays,

from io a.m. until 6 p.m. and until the conclusion of
lectures, and is at all times prepared to meet inquirers.
Mrs. Montgomery attends on Wednesdays from n
a.m. to 5 p.m. to meet callers.
FREE PUBLIC LECTURES:

Every Tuesday at 8 p.m. a meeting for inquirers
is held. The alternating lecturers are Mr. Stanley
De Brath, M.I.C.E., and Mrs. Ogilvie, a medium with
many years experience.

ADMISSION.
Free to members on presentation of membership ticket.
Members may obtain tickets for their guests or friends,
price as. each, on application to the Secretary at the L.S.A.
Guests’ tickets already issued for the Queen’s Gate Hall
may be used for Friends’ House.
Admission for friends of members may be obtained at
door of Hall if members’ introduction is produced.

The L.S.A. is an Unsectarian Body.

BOOKS FOR SALE.
Orders may be placed for all books on or relating to Spiritualism and Psychic Research. Terms, cash with order,
Four Miles rorn Any Town. - David Gow. 3 8.
Religion of the Spirit —Stanley De Brath 5/6.
Our Sixth Sen.se Chari*
Richet, 8/Our African Winter. — Sir A. Conan Doyle. 8/-.
Tee Wisd >m of the God
*
— H Dennis Bradley.
A now sai revised edition. 3/10.
The Seeker
.
*
—E , by Ro
**
Barrett, 6/6.
Spirit reaching
.
*
Rev. Stainton Moses, 6/6.
Science and Unseen World —Prof. Eddington. 2/8.
Guide to Mediumship.—E. W. & M. H. Wallis
6'10.
Health. Ed
*.
R. H; Saunders 6/6.
Jesus the Christ.— Rev. Geo, Vale Owen. 4.9.

I
i
I
i

BOOKS RECOMMENDED TO ENQUIRERS.
Dalias. H. A. — Objections to Spiritualism
Answered. 1/1.
Doyle, A. Conan. -New Revelation.
Crookes. Sir William.—• Researches
tneaa of Spiritualism, 3/9
*
Marry
’, Florence.--There is no Death. 3/9.
Lodge. Sir Oliver. — Survival of Man. 2/3.
.
*
Myer
F. W. H —Human Personality
*
3/1,0
Tweed ale, Rev. Cha
.
*
— Man’s Survival after
Death. 1l/-.
Barret’, Sir William—Qu Threshold of the
Unseen. 8/-.

The following publications ans on sale: Psychic Research
British Journal of Psychical Research (N.L.P.R.). May-June,

Stainton Moses.— More Spirit Teachins
.
*
1/8.
*I Death the End ?—J H Remmer
.
*
S/-.
Man. Christ Je-ua.—-Rev. John Lamon 4. 3/9.
He dins Through Spirit Agency.—R- H Saunders,
3/6.
Felicia R Scatcherd Memorial Lecture, 1929.
on “ Progress of Margery Mediumship,” by
Dr. L. R. G. Crandon. — 9d.
The Witness.—Jessie Plat *. 5/6
Your Infinite Possibilities.—Margaret Underhill.
5/4.
Scripts of Cleophas.—G. D. Cummin
.
*
.
*
13/
Poantom Walls.—Sir Oliver Lodge. 5/4.

(AS.P.R.J, Sept.,, 2/2; Psychic Science (B.C.P.S.), 2/8.
1/1.

Ouija and Planchette Combinations at 7,6; Trumpets lor direct voice phenomena, 7/10; Crystals, from 13/-.
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SEASIDE AND COUNTRY HOTELS,
APARTMENTS, ETC.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
The charge for Small Classified Advertisements is 1/- per line,
(average, 9 words per line) Box office charge, 6d. additional per
insertion. Send with Remittance to : Advertisement Manager,
“Light”, 34 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.

BOARDING

BRIGHTON.
ESTABLISHMENT. All bedrooms hot and cold water,

electric light, gas fires; pure, varied, generous diet. Write for tariff.—Mr,
and Mrs. Massingham, 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton.
(24)

All Classified Advertisements must be Prepaid.
MEDIUMS’ ADVERTISEMENTS.
It is essential that
mediums and psychics advertising in Light shall give references
as to their bona fides, whether as members of established
Spiritualists Societies or otherwise.

Natural Sun Ray Treatment. Massage and home comforts. Prospectus on
application to Box 388, Light, 34, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4. (3X3)

KENSINGTON.

BISHOP

ANDERSON,

Clairvoyante,

Clairaudient.

Gas

LARGE Comfortable Bed-sitting Rooms, very suitable for professional

Inspirational Speaker. Advice on Spiritual Development, etc. 20 years’
experience. Spiritual.Healing. Appointments 11—7. Saturday 11—4. Clients
visited. ’Phone: Maida Vale 5625. 55, Boundary Road, St. John’s Wood.
(13)
MR. G. P. SHARPL1N.

LONDON.
Comfortable Furnished Bed-sitting Rooms.

fires. Meals in restaurant. Terms moderate. Tel. Western 1201. Address
42, Lexham Gardens, W.8.
(359)

MISCELLANEOUS.
MADAME

DEVON.
Home of Rest. Magnetic and Spiritual Healing.

NORTH DEVON.

or business friends, joining or separately. Breakfasts and occasional meals.
—37, Anson Road, Tufnell Park, N.7.—Phone North 4414.
(357)

MISCELLANEOUS.

Can be seen by appointment at the British

College of Psychic Science, 15, Queen’s Gate, S.W.7. (’Phone: Western 3981.)
Many successful absent treatment cases.
(14)
RONALD BRAILEY, Clairvoyant. (Estd. 37 years.)

MRS. CANTLON, Automatic Writing and Trance Mediumship. Psycho -

me try. Private sittings by appointment only. Developing classes, Mondays.
—10, Cliveden Place, Sloane Square, S.W.l. ’Phone: Sloane 6909. (20)

Daily, 11 to 6.

Circles Tuesdays and Fridays 8 p.m. Obsession treated. Post advice 5s.— 90,
Sunny wardens, N.W.4. 'Bus 605, Golders Green. ’Phone: Hendon 1888. (30)

MRS. ANNETTA BANBURY, the well-known Clairvoyante (appoint
ments by letter only); fee 5s. “At Homes” attended. Sir Arthur Conan

MARGARET McCALLUM, Highland Seer. Call or send small article

worn, 5/- P.O., with age.—Auchudalvorie, 69, Eldon Street, Greenock.

Doyle’s kind tribute. Sir Arthur says he heard nothing but good of Mrs.
Banbury, who is a true Medium.—Mrs. Annetta Banbury, Sandwell Mansions,
Flat 2 (entrance floor), West End Lane, West Hampstead, N.W.6.
(49)

INDIAN PALMIST gives Scientific Reading and Advice: Clairvoyance,

MISS BAKER, Clairvoyante and Psychometriste. advice given daily*

Telephone: 928.

(18)

Horoscopes. See special references Daily Mail and Popular Science. Eastern
Studio, 21, George Street, Baker Street. ’Phone: Welbeck 8819.
(42)

YOUR

10 to 6 or by appointment—15, Coleville Terrace, Bayswater, W — i.

MRS. MOSS. Mondays, 8 p.m., developing circle ; Thursdays, 7.30
p.m., readings. Private sittings by appointment.—38. Tythen on Road, Tuf

PROBLEMS.

MADAME JEANE CAVENDISH, gives advice by her Clairvoyante
powers. Interviews daily, 11-8. Psychometry by post. Horoscopes cast.

nell Park, N. 19. ’Phone Archway 339+.

Numerology, At Homes, Clients visited.—2, Nevern Road, (ogNevern Square)
Earls Court, S.W.5. (Near Stations). Phone KELViK 8415.
(19)
MISS LILIAN WALBROOK (“The Case of Lester Coltman’’).
______________ '

Send postal order 2s. 6d., (stamped envelope appreciated) to Miss Janet
Lamenby, 4, Darley Drive, West Derby, Liverpool.
(31)

Private

______________________________________ (X7)

CHARLES A. SIMPSON, the Healer (Control, Dr. Lascelles), receives

HELEN, THE GREEK, writes up your former incarnation story from
photographs (snapshots preferred), and birth date. Occult and Mystic

Lessons bvcorrespondence. Fees5/6 and 10/6.—Address, "Helen the Greek,”
I c/o Light, 34, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.
(264)

patients daily by appointment at 20, Queen's Gate, Kensington, S.W.7.

PSYCHOMETRY (full detailed reading) send article used, birth-date
2/6 P.O. S.A.E.—Miss Daunton, 94, Crowther Road, Sth. Norwood, S.E.25.
__________;
_____________________________________________________ (333)

___________________________________________________________________ (»6)

GORDON SHARPE, “The Celebrated Psychic'1, gives advice daily, 10-

8, by appointment. Psychometry by post. Clients visited.
At Homes
attended.—13, Callow Street (next to Beaufort St.), Chelsea, S.W.3. Phone
Flaxman 7527.
(»93)
ASTROLOGY.

(122)

PSYCHOMETRY from small articles worn or used, letters or writing.

Sittings by appointment. Thursdays, 4 p.m., Tea, Music, and Demonstra
tion.—24, Carlton Vale, Maida Vale, N.W.6. 'Phone: Maida Vale 1971.

,

(27)

MADAME ANNE MURRAY, Clairvoyante, Psychometriste, circle for

enquirers, Fridays at 8, 1/-. Psychometry by post, 5/-. At Homes attended.
14B Edith Grove, S.W. 10. Phone Flaxman 8223.
(314)

Horoscope ft/- ; detailed readings, 10/- and 20/-.

Send birth date, time if known, Personal interview 5/- or 10/-.—Miss
A. Bull, 36 Shaftesbury Ave. W. Phone Reg. 6896,
(16)

DRAWING ROOM SERVICE, Trance Clairvoyant and Clairaudient

Medium will give demonstrations every Sunday 7 p.m. 2/-. Readings by
appointment or post, 10/-. Clara Irwin, 15 , Sandmere Road, nr. Clapham Road,
North Tube station, 32-88 bus or Victoria Electric 8 minutes.
(338)

VERA MERVYN, Renowned Trance Medium, Sunday and Monday,

at 71 Psychometry, Tuesday and Friday at 8, classes. At Home every
Thursday 3-30. Appointments daily 10.30 to 7.30.-32. Pennard Road
Shepherds Bush, London, W.ia.
(215)

and stamp.

ALL DISEASE begins and ends in the Mind. Consult Mr. F. Anderton -

address and Psychometry. 69, Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, W. 2. (exactly
opposite Post Office).
(339)

Stamped envelope

and birth-date. Jesse Roy, 27K, Custom House Street, Cardiff.

(324)

MADAME

MELROSE,

Phone, Park 1271.

PROFESSOR J. HOLLAND (tested psychic healer, diagnosis and

treatment, catarrh speciality). Clairvoyant and Psychometrist. Send hair.
Questions answered. Voluntary contributions only with stamped envelope.
*~56, King Edward Road, Maidstone, Kent.
(328)

State age, colouring.

MRS. B. HAMILTON holds Public Developing Classes every Monday,
Friday and Saturday at 8. Circle for Psychometry, Sundays at 7. Short

llulme, Psychologist and Healer. 37, Upper Gloucester Place, Baker St.,
N.W.i. Health means success. Free healing Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m. (321)
FREE ASTROLOGICAL TEST, LIFE READING.

:

MADAME MARCH.

Character reading and advice from Personal

Vibrations or Handwriting. Consultations by letter or interview; fee 10s.
Letters 0/0 Light, 34 Paternoster Row, E.C.4. Phone, between xo and 12,
Vic 1631.
(138)
“OUIJA-PLANCHETTE"

COMBINATION!!!

Can

be

used

as

PLANCHETTE or OUIJA BOARD. Perfect in design, beautifully finished
on our Ball-bearing principle, A combination of the two most sensitive instru
ments for obtaining SPIRIT MESSAGES. Direct, Rapid, and Distinct. Com
plete in Box with directions for use, chart and accessories, delivered free any
where at 73. 6d. each. Post your order NOW.—WEYERS BROS., Scientific
Instrument Makers, 18-19, Glebe Road, Kingsland, London, E.8. An Ideal
Present.
(333)

PSYCHIC, 34, Porchester

Gardens, Kensington.

Park 3345.

Character from handwriting, the meaning of your

colour, problems solved.
Surrey.

Fee 3/6.

Undeice, no Church Road, Richmond,
(3S1)

HELP FOR AbULTS, Children, Careers, Lucky days, fears, etc.

Send full birth name, birthdate.
Paternoster Row, E.C.4.

3,6 or 5/-.

What does life hold for you ? EL PROSPERO can
help you to future happiness, four character, numberscope, and colour
vibration. Send full name, birth dale (married or single) time if possible. P.O.
5/-to EL PROSPERO, 33 OgLinder Road, S.E. 15.
(375)
BUY Yourself and friends one for luck.

Celtic Cross Ornament, 4 ins. high.
Smullens, 55a Amiens Street, Dublin.

Hand carved Irish Bog Oak

Unique gift.

MISS. DAUNTON, Psychometrist, Clairvoyant.

and Wed.; 6 o’clock, as. 6d., appointments 5s.—71, Rannoch Road, off
Fulham Palace Road, Hammersmith, W.6. ’Phone: Riverside 1x40. (387)

When replying to Advertisers please
mention “LIGHT”.

3/3, no duty.

Oak (a)
(378)

MAGNETIC HEALER seeks post to Invalid or del cate Lady, good

MME. MANYA RICKARD, Clairvoyante, Clairaudient, X-ray and

MADAME NINA, Clairvoyant Palmist. Consultations’: Mon.; Tues.;

SHEILA, c/o Light, 34
(3°S)

KNOW THYSELF.

healer, sympathetic and: kind.
Road, Balham, London, S.W. xa.

Trance Medium receives daily. Advice by post, send articles, 5/ or 2/6.—
44 Pembridge Road., next to Notting Hill Gate Station. Tel: Park 2867 (36)

W.2.

(340)

(299)

MRS. LILLEY, East End gifted Healer and Psychic, has removed to 19

Stourcluie Street, Edgware Road, W. 2. Inear Marble Arch). Receives
patients daily for treatment. Trance diagnosis by spirit doctor. Miraculous
cures effected. Clairvoyant and Clairaudient Fees very moderate. Write
tor appointment. Many successful absent treatment cases.
(257)

Square,

T. E. AUSTIN, Clairvoyance and Psychometry.—23, Upper Addison
KNOW THYSELF.

MADAME VTVIAN, Clairvoyante, Palmist, and Numerologist, gives
helpful readings and advice by appointment.—First Floor, 37, Upper
Berkeley St., W.i, Paddington 3168.
(35)

At Homes, etc. By post 1/6
76, Middle Street, Brighton. (337)

MADAME ZURESKA, Clairvoyante,

Disengaged now.—Write R, 63 Ramsden
(377)
-----------------------------------HAVE YOU YET JOINED THE SURVIVAL LEAGUE ? Survival after
Death can be demonstrated and knowledge of this is of importance to the
world.—Write Sec., 133 Alexandra Rd., N.W.8.
(330)
Private Sittings Daily

(by appointment). Hours a to 6. Fee a/6. Demonstrations Mondays and
Saturdays, at 8, fee 1/-. Developing Class, Fridays at 8, fee r/--—94 Crowther
Road, Sth. Norwood, S-E.35.
(386)
TRANSFIGURATION SEANCES, by Mrs. Harrington, Friday and

Saturday, Nov. 32nd and 33rd, at. 3 & 8. The face of your loved one seen and
recognised (hundreds testify). Please send P. O. 3/- and stamped addressed envel
ope.—-Sec. Ashford Hall, Cricklewood, N.W.a.
(384)
A PSYCHIC CENTRE. Mrs. Hedley Gibson, Magnetic Healer, Clair
audient, (by appointment). Classes tar Healing, Clairvoyance, Telepathy»
Direct Voice; also for Rythmic-Breathing, and Voice Production. Enquiries
I (mornings), phone North 44x4.—37, Anson Road, Tufnell Park, N.E.7. (390)
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CHEST DISEASES

THE NEW
DIVINITY
Lectures by
Henry Ward Beecher, John Wycliffe, John Bunyan,
Martin Luther, Mary Baker Eddy, E. Swedenborg, etc.

“ Umckaloabo acts as regards Tuber
culosis as a real specific”
(Dr. Sechehaye in the
“ Swiss Medical Review.”)

Edited, with a Foreword, by HERMAN BEHR.
1 Os. 6d. net.
" This book belongs to the automatic script or
order
_
1 in
of things, the ouija-board having been employed
its production. Its central doctrine is reincarnation,
which is described as a Law of Nature.”—Light.

TELKA:

“It appears to me to have a specific
destructive influence on the Tubercle
Bacilli in the same way that quinine
has upon Malaria”

An Idyll of Medieval England

(Dr. Grun in the
King’s Bench Division)

By

PATIENCE WORTH.
Edited, with a Preface, by HERMAN BEHR.
lOs. 6d. net.
" In his Foreword to this remarkable work Herman
Behr explains how Tclka was given to the world
through the same medium who was instrumental in
the production of her earlier and well-known books.
The main interest is of a literary character. The
author's construction is strongly individual. It would
not he possible to indicate in short excerpts the psychic
qualtitec of Patience Worth's latest volume."—Light.

ROUTLEDGE
68-74 CARTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

If you are suffering from any dis-ease of the
chest or lungs—spasmodic or cardiac asthma
excluded—ask your doctor about Umckaloabo,
or send a postcard fur particulars of it to Chas*
H. Stevens, 204-206, Worple Road, Wimbledon,
London, S.W.20, who will post same to you free
of charge.

Readers will see in the above few lines more
Wonderful news than is to be found in many
volumes on the same subject.

Non} Ready

Mah Made
Perfect
The Science of Spiritual Evolution
Being a Series of Teachings sent by

The White Brotherhood
Through the Hand of

MABEL BEATTY
C.B.E.

The nnsees influences who claim responsibility
for this volume of automatic script, offer
counsel and inspiration to all those who. despite
their beat endeavours, feel dismayed or dis
couraged by the apparent impossibility of
approaching anywhere within measurable dis
tance of the ancient injunction “ Be ye perfect! ”
The communications are of an outstanding
quality, while their extraordinary breadth of
appeal provide
*
material of help and interest
from the point of view alike of the Christian
mystic, the Theoaophiac. and Occultist and
the Spiritualist.

8/6' net.

Demy 8vo,

336 pp,

Cloth gilt.

Paternoster Row RIDER ft CO
*
London, E.U.
Vrmied by Fumb. K.might A Co., Limits*
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*
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